
Quala Dental Products
sharps

Sutures
Precision drilled end needle ensures smooth transition to suture
material and maximizes secure attachment of suture to needle.
Needles are sharpened to a smooth, precise cutting edge to
penetrate cleanly and stay sharp for repeated passage through
tissue. Double sterile pouch allows sterile transfer onto a sterile
field. 12 per box.

FEATURES                                          BENEFITS

Source for all Can meet all dental suture requirements for 
dental sutures single-source economy with the widest central

suture range in the industry

Drilled-end needle Ensures smooth transition from needle to
material; maximizes needle attachment strength

Unique needle design Needles stay sharp for repeated passage 
and manufacture through tissue

Double sterile pouch Allows sterile transfer

See-through packaging Saves money by reducing selection errors and
wasted materials

Industry standard Simplifies selection, enhances efficiency
label colors
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ITEM# NEEDLE NEEDLE SUTURE SUTURE
CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE LENGTH

Silk Black Braided
P00066 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 4/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00072 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 3/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00062 C26 1/2 circle-15 mm 3/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00064 C31 1/2 circle-24 mm 3/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting

Nylon Black Monofilament
P00662 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 4/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting

Plain Gut
P00592 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 3/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00071 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 4/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00822 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 3/0 27" (67.5 cm)

reverse cutting
P00810 C7 3/8 circle-24 mm 3/0 27" (67.5 cm)

reverse cutting
P00065 C31 1/2 circle-24 mm 3/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting

Chromic Gut
P00687 C3 3/8 circle-19 mm 5/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00558 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 4/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00525 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 3/0 18" (45 cm)

reverse cutting
P00635 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 4/0 27" (67.5 cm)

reverse cutting
P00636 C6 3/8 circle-19 mm 3/0 27" (67.5 cm)


